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The thesis´s length is only 22 pages - the requirements given for bachelor thesises are not met. In the theoretical part, an 

analysis of  live animals transportation generally, including key institutions like EAZA and EEP and legislation like IATA LAR. 

In the second (practical) part, formed by chapter 7, the author presents the case-study of tapir transportaton from the Czech 

Republic to Taiwan. Text of the thesis is accompanied with tables and pictures, but for example more pictures in application 

part could have been added (loading units used, aircraft used, loading procedures etc.). The terminology is not problematic. 

Globally, the language is on an average level. Formal requirements are not met perfectly: incorrect degree of the thesis´s 

supervisor, text formatting, questionable structure at the beginning of the thesis (why the Contents is after chapter 

Introduction?), relevance of Appendix 1 for the topic, incorrect titles of some pictures (in Appendix 2 - no cargo compartments 

schemes are placed). The thesis is mainly descriptive. In application part, the technological process of chosen transportation 

could have been done better. /// I recommend the thesis for the defense.

 E V A L U A T I O N  O F  T H E  B A C H E L O R´S  T H E S I S

Regarding air-conditioning/heating possibilities of the B-777 and B-737 cargo-holds - can the live-annimals be really 

transported in both FWD and AFT lower holds of both aircrafts considered?


